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Civilian factories make all the improvements to a State. When land paths are unavailable supplies will be transported via sea. Air doctrine: Some of the great powers will start with an initial air doctrine. However, it may be necessary to import resources to keep the war machine running at optimal efficiency. The Single Player menu allows for playing
the Tutorial or to start a new game as well as to load a previous saved game. These are summarized under the term ideas. The interface[edit | edit source] Main article: User interface The user interface of Hearts of Iron IV will be immediately familiar to veterans of Paradox strategy games. There are also supply hubs and a color map to show if it can
support your troops on that state. Top Information Bar[edit | edit source] Across the top left to center of the main play screen, there is a row of numbers running from left to right. Every 8 units of a resource one imports will also cost a civilian factory, with that productive power going to the nation that is being traded with. Army experience can be
spent to design new division templates or edit ones that already exist. When finished press the play button in the lower right hand corner to start the game. Outdated graphics card drivers: try downloading and installing the latest drivers for the graphics card. Options allows for the customization of sound, appearance and gameplay details of Hearts
of Iron IV. Political power This is the amount of political capital the nation's leadership has accumulated. Artillery: research that unlocks and improves all types of artillery including anti-tank (AT), anti-air (AA), and rocket artillery (RART). Video display button - Clicking the gear icon opens the video display menu. It is also possible to add a theorist to
reduce doctrine research times and to gain Air, Army, or Navy experience. The Display Mode allows three choices: Fullscreen, Windowed, and Borderless. Adjust the reinforcement and upgrading of troops with an eye to what unit time needs more¹ active on the field now or a stronger punch¹ in a few months. The aircraft produced will be stored in a
reserve pool. Some days of inaction will help with organization, reinforcement and supply. If the saved game version and checksum do not match the game version and checksum, the saved game will not work. Click on this flag to open a view of the national state. Mouse over each option for a description of the diplomatic action and what conditions
must be met. Aluminum is found in France, the United States, Hungary, the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. If a fleet is selected, a row of different orders will appear above it. The units of infantry, armor and artillery will then be assigned to the appropriate military divisions, both for the construction of new units or drive upgrades and upgrades in the
field. Logistics [Edit | Change Source] Main article: logistics The gray button with pen and paper opens the logistics menu. Create Account button: Click this button to create a Paradox interactive account. This may be changed, but all paths of soil doctrine are mutually exclusive. Sometimes it's better to wait a bit for the right time, especially with the
focus on research. The offer is determined on a territorial basis (potentially larger than a single state) where each territory is able to support a specific number of troops. The search for a technology or unit before their historical year takes longer¹ than if sought or after the historical date. Provinces do not have names unless they are worth a quantity
special of victory points and their details are visible in the lower section of the status overview screen. Multiplayer allows Hearts of Iron IV players to play online with others The number of civil factories can be increased by building more, but be careful for each province to support only a certain number of factories. A nation with a 50% stability does
not earn nor does it lose anything. nothing. on an in-depth guide if you have problems with air or naval battles and/or strategies. The game host can start a new game or load a previous session that has not been completed. Convoy The number of convoys, also known as transports, available. Stockpile Screen[edit|edit source] The stockpile screen is
accessed by clicking on any device in the logistics screen. The number of available transports can be increased by building new convoys in the unit production menu. In order for overseas convoys to be more efficient, it will be necessary to assign some of your ships to escort service in the regions they will cross. Interaction with the provinces takes
place largely through territorial units and a series of constructions that generally assist these units, i.e. fortresses and naval bases. When this happens, the game will stop and a peace conference will begin. Move the cursor over each option for a description of the diplomatic action and what conditions must be met. Interactions with nations take place
within the framework of diplomacy. Sometimes an updated version of a unit has many more hidden bonuses than you might expect. To do this, select the military group and, in the unit profile at the top left of the screen, click the Exercise button at the top right of the menu. The peace conference is proceeding in stages on the basis of the war effort
made by the victorious powers. Keep in mind that Total Mobilization (Economic Law) gives you -3% of the recruitable population and generally is not worth having, unless you can save labor. Incompatible graphics card settings: try manually changing the settings.txt file by browsing the settings.txt file first (typical path to C:\Users\Documents\Paradox
Interactive\Hearts of Iron IV\settings.txt). Like the naval units, also the air units operate on specific tasks related to the type of aircraft. We will discuss their roles in a future section. Before clicking the Game button[edit source] It may be a idea to become familiar with the information displayed, the various button and tab names, and the functions of
those buttons and tabs before clicking the game Play button. All of the great powers will start with an initial land doctrine from one of the four doctrine trees: Mobile Warfare (MW), Superior Firepower (SF), Grand Battleplan (GB), or Mass Assault (MA). Further research into Improved Rocket Engines and Advanced Rocket Engines allows rocket sites
to manufacture and launch Improved Guided Missiles and Advanced Guided Missiles respectively. One can research doctrines and hire advisors that will reduce the time for a military plan to be prepared or add bonuses to units that are operating with a plan. Some anti-virus programs will automatically block executable files: try adding hoi4.exe and
steam.exe to the anti-virus exception list. If one promotes a general to field marshal, they lose their attributes (except "old guard") as field marshals have different attributes. Creating command groups/armies[edit | edit source] Main article: Commander The player can create armies of units by selecting a group of them and then clicking on the
silhouetted portrait or green plus sign that one will see at the bottom of the screen. Primary map modes[edit | edit source] Land Map Mode - Comprises the following three levels of detail and is the mode that will be seen during the majority of game play. An example would be to trim away motorized infantry for a while and focus on just regular
infantry. Production[edit | edit source] The gray button with the wrench opens the production menu. Experience and giving orders[edit | edit source] Countries will gain army experience mostly through combat, but one can start a trickle of early experience by having soldiers "exercise". No matter which is selected, a map of the world is then displayed
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equipment wear¹, which may not be desirable as a country with a higher capacity industry. Trade [Amendment | Edit Source] Main Swap The gray button with box and curved exchange arrows () opens the swap menu. There are three other modes map types used by players and whose region or area definitions largely ignore national borders and
potentially encompass multiple states. These decisions generally cost between 25 and 200 political powers, with the exception of some decisions that do not require any political power. If you're playing as a smaller country, you might want to consider which side to join, if any, depending on the resources you'll need to power your economy. Add an
extra regiment¹, a line battalion, or support company to an existing division project¨ an easy way to reinforce your own forces Ã ④ ÂÂ unless you have the equipment to reinforce thereÃ² you have. This penalty can be reduced by pursuing certain national ideas. The units of the army group will begin to organize along their defensive front. The DLC
card is currently open. In addition, a player can also apply different modifiers to the seven major countries, so that only one entity is knocked/deknocked and the front in which he plays. This is based on territories under the control of the nation (core and occupied giving different labor yields) and influenced by a number of factors, mainly the laws of
conscription, the National Spirits and the number of "units" under construction", also known as "the under recruitment. Assign the commanders to your fleets by clicking on the shaped portrait and choosing among the available naval commanders. Coastal fortress: Imposes a penalty Attack level of -15% for each level of fortress to the attacker in
naval invasion combat. The average production efficiency, which is above the column, shows the average production efficiency of all production lines producing that type of equipment. Follow, from left to edrev edrev arrab anu onnah iratilim ehcirbbaf eL .ivan e ierea ,iratilim ilociev ,erutazzertta eriurtsoc rep ilavan ireitnac e iratilim ehcirbbaf
etangessa onos iuQ .areitsat alled eroirepus agir al osrevartta the percentage of the nation's military factories that are currently in use. War demands have a cost, and this cost is deducted from the war score of the victorious nation. A graphic with an arrow pointing to the "Mods" tab. Stability The measure of the people's support for its government.
There are six major resources in the game: oil, aluminum, rubber, tungsten, steel, and chromium. In the upper right corner of the menu, there will be a couple of tiny flags with arrows indicating the relationship between the two nations. If you spot a mistake then you are welcome to fix it. Game version - Observe that the graphic shows game version
1.5.4 and checksum 1503. The player will see a number of tabs and columns listing the major resources available, what is required and possible trading partners. Naval base: Stations and repairs naval fleets, and can send and receive supplies and resources via convoys. Synthetic refinery: Produce synthetic oil and rubber, especially useful to nations
that lack either. Most changes will cost a minimum of 150 political power, and very powerful advisers may cost up to 250, with extremely powerful laws and advisers costing up to 300 political power and sometimes even more than that. Fuel Fuel is generated by the nation's excess oil. Each nation has access to extra research slots if they activate
specific national focuses. The 60 Hz selection is recommended because it is quite common and the 50 Hz selection has been known to cause launch issues such as blackscreens and failure to launch the game. Rubber is needed for all aircraft, as well as motorized/motorized artillery and mechanized. Right click on the enemy province one wants to
invade. The Allies begin with the majority of Rubber production, and anyone going to war with them will have serious troubles with securing rubber without a plan to attack Allied South-east Asia, or without a lot of Refineries. It normally takes 70 days to complete a national focus, and it costs one political ,oirasrevinna id ottehccap( itatsiuqca ilocitra
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e aigoloncet id otairporppa etnemacirots ollevil nu noc aizini enoizan ingO .iratilim Ãtinu el erazroffar e eraerc rep ilibinopsid inimou id oremun lI arepodonaM .onroig la otnup Historical Germans, Poland: United and Ready, Rocket Launcher Unit Pack). The United States will have to get out of the Great Depression. Choose the full screen option. A
nation is composed of states. Then open open settings.txt file and manually change the text to read as follows: fullScreen=yes and borderless=no. It is recommended that you create an account as it will give you access to technical support in the event that the game becomes problematic. Instead, each type of improvement here has its own level and
maximum. Mountaineers and Marines will save you a little bit of manpower, compared to regular infantry, if deployed properly in their respective fields, due to their combat bonuses in mountains/hills and river crossings/naval invasions, as well as their slightly higher breakthrough stat, and they only cost more Infantry Weapons and training time to
produce. This scenario is about laying the groundwork for the armed forces and war plans, opening with a focus on production, research and diplomacy. All divisions they own in their core or occupied territory will be disbanded and their core territory will be instantly occupied by the aggressor, but they carry on as a government-in-exile and keep
control of their colonies (non-core provinces) - for example, the Netherlands keeps control of the Dutch East Indies. This may be changed, but all air doctrine paths are mutually exclusive. Items 1 through 7 are as follows: 1) game version and checksum 2) video display button 3) clear user directory button 4) game play button 5) create account button
6) downloadable content (DLC) tab 7) mods tab. These bonuses can include any combination of a reduction in research time, an increase in equipment production, or an increase in equipment combat abilities. Up to three other members of the high command may be hired. Supply Map Mode - In the new update, The supply is now reworked to be built
around rail systems. Air experience can be spent on modifications for planes, giving them bonuses to speed, firepower, and so on. Land doctrine: research that improves units in land combat roles by providing bonuses. Army experience can be spent in the unit designer to edit or invent land divisions or modify the tanks and tank variants. Tips for
starting[edit | edit source] While the player is learning Hearts of Iron IV, remember these important steps as they formulate their plans for world domination. Instead, guided missiles are produced automatically at each rocket launch site at the speed of one every 24 hours. The top edge of the screen will include important summary information about
the state of the game and the world. You  change this, but all the paths of naval doctrine are mutually exclusive. The good part of the Ã¨ doctrines that do not require a production and bonuses come into play as soon as you search for them. These are easily identifiable by beaker icons on names (though some focus with that icon give search bonuses
instead - read the tooltips for details). Construction[change | change source] Main article: Construction The gray button with the excavator () opens the construction menu. DLC Card - Clicking the DLC card will reveal all downloadable content purchased for this game. Industry: research that improves military factories and yards (for production,
efficiency and retention of production, speed conversion of military equipment, the vulnerability of the factory bomb and the speed repair), the speed construction (for a faster building), resource extraction (for natural resource gains) and synthetic refineries (for fuel and rubber resource gains). The saved games are set to the game version and
checksum currently being played. If none of this equipment is produced, it will not show resources. However, they will fight better if they receive "battle plans" Ã ④ ÂÂ a general order that Ã is coordinated along a front, both to advance and to defend. National information and development[amendment | edit On the far left of the screen is the national
flag. This Ã¨ where tasks will be assigned to civilian factories - construction of infrastructure, new factories, defenses, and so forth. This menu provides a general inventory summary any shortcomings of the country, and the distribution of strategic resources that the country could not find in the production lines. Anti-air: It helps to defend a state from
enemy aircraft attempting to install strategic bombs such as refineries, factories, infrastructure, etc. Â There are two types of military chiefsÂ generals and field marshals, both of which normally can command only 24 unitsÃ ; But some up to 32. Type of equipment, which says 'Type of equipment' above the column, provides the name and an image of
the equipment being produced, stored, or used in the country. If you don't, you're going to fall back to the size of the army. Military personnel As military personnel, an Army Chief, a Navy Chief and an Air Force Chief can be hired to improve combat statistics in the relevant field. Factory production depends on availability of strategic resources for
the units high-end and industry-efficient roof of a country. Ã here you assign tasks to civilian factories - construction of infrastructure, new factories, defenses, and so on. Factory production depends on availability of strategic resources for the units high-end and efficient domestic industry. Air bases host military aircraft. Some demands, such as
making a nation a puppet, require that this be the goal of war unless the nation's rules allow puppets to be made without a goal of war. Hearts of Iron IV Free Linux Game downloads all the easy way in native format. Capitulation and victory of war[change | edit source] Once a country has lost its territory above a certain threshold that depends on his
support for the war, he will capitulate. This will liberate your civil factories from commerce and will allow you to build more¹ buildings. The use of ediced ediced is ehc iuq Ã .)ocoig led imelborp ied enoizulosiR eredev( ocoig led oicnal otacnam li e neercskcalb emoc oicnal id imelborp onasuac imetsis inucla ni sselredroB e swodniW Ãtiladom el ehc
oton ¨Ã ©Ãhcrep types types of divisions are to be trained. This is why it is particularly important to maintain and defend contiguous States between home and the front lines. Doctrines should be picked carefully and with consideration. The Refresh Rate should also be set to match the monitor, if possible. Aircraft: researching different types of
fighters, attack planes and bombers as well as carrier borne variants. Command power is used for various military operations and promotion of generals. There are eleven categories of research. This may be changed, but all naval doctrine paths are mutually exclusive. Diplomacy[edit | edit source] The gray button with a hand ready to be shaken
opens the diplomacy menu. When the player clicks on a nation to interact with it, this will display a portrait of its leader and a little bit of information about what the nation is up to. It is capped at 100, however, the growth and cap can be increased by Doctrines and National Spirits. Matching the game's resolution to the monitor's native resolution
usually gives the optimum viewing experience. Right-click on a division's info bar to pan over to it or hold down shift and left click on multiple units to select them all. Infantry technology screen. Naval invasion: Use this for amphibious attacks on enemy territory. If you must maintain a large front and can't afford to reduce the number of divisions you
have, you can consider making them smaller. So, for example, if the Allies defeat Germany and the United States achieved the most in the war followed by the United Kingdom, the United States will have the first chance to make demands on the Germans, followed by the United Kingdom. Genre : Strategy Developer : Paradox Development Studios
Publisher : Paradox Interactive Libraries used : Native Multiplayer : LAN Architecture : amd64 Version : 1.11.12 License : proprietary Interface language : Russian, English, French, German, Polish, br. With the Man the Guns DLC, the panel consists of Destroyer (DD), Cruiser ittart ad itacifidom eresse onossop ehc onroig la ocitilop eretop id itnup 2+
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erassapyb id onrevog led Ãticapac National focus form a tree, such as the technological tree, but rather than unlocking the technology concern the choice of the country management. Construction [Edit | Edit source] The gray button with the excavator opens the construction menu. National information and e | Source modification] on the extreme
left of the screen is the national flag. [Edit | Edit source] The number of shared structures that can be built is limited by the number of slots available in that state. It is possible to go from one doctrine to another, in case of need, but it takes a long time to seek them and you will waste the old doctrine. Therefore, exports will make the industry of a
country strongly as the factory civil "power" is extracted from other nations, but many imports make a weaker country due to the loss of "civil" power "power. The search for a technology or unit before the historical date request more days that if it had been studied or after the historical date. All research trees (with the exception of doctrines) are
marked along a historical temporal sequence. Three separate numbers factories, listing military factories, shipyards and civil factories available for new orders. Special weapons [edit | Edit source] If all three nuclear technologies (atomic research, nuclear reactor, nuclear bombs) have been unlocked and at least a nuclear reactor has been built, you
will slowly acquire nuclear bombs. There are about 10 separate searches in terrestrial doctrines, 12 in the air and 15 in the naval. The view includes the buttons for the management of employed territories, governments and exiles. The number of factories available for the construction depended on the size of the nation, on how many factories they
dedicate themselves to providing consumer goods for the country (economic law) and how many factories are "treated" for strategic resources. Select the province you want to attack and press the nuclear attack icon at the bottom of the left of the province's information menu. Like generals, admirals can have skills that are resources in particular
battle situations or while commanding certain of ships. A maximum of fifteen factories will be dedicated to a construction project and any remaining work on the next article in the queue. Military military Used to produce weapons, equipment, planes and vehicles. The average stability is 50%. The left hand of the screen will be used to manage large
national issues, the warning cards will appear at the top of the screen as a warning of things that need attention and the right side of the screen will be dedicated to information on troops. Land Fort: inflicts an attack penality of -15% for each level of strong on the attacker in combat. Below is a mini overview of the equipment, which shows the
variants of that equipment (for example, basic infantry equipment with respect to laws and the government's conscription law: it affects how much workforce is available for the country for the country Military service, factory production, channeling production, Speed construction â € â € â € â € â € and training on the time trade: it affects resources
to the market, factory production, channel production, construction speed And the law on the economy of the research time: it affects how many factories are dedicated to consumer goods, to the availability of labor, to the speed of construction of civil and military factories and to conversion the speed for the factories up to three political consultants
can be taken to give bonuses to the country in different fields. The mobile war and the doctrines of the ground assault of mass, as well as the nationalist branch of the tree de The General National Focus Technology gives bonus to your manpower. Naval. Map modality - Marine regions of which it is possible to select up to three adjacent when they
give orders to the naval fleets. Don't launch the game again! Stay on steam! While it is still on Steam, click with the right of the Hearts of Iron IV game, select proprietary, click on the local file tab, then click the Check the integrity of the game files. There are several actions that can be in the diplomatic menu, provided that the requirements are met.
This continues until all the winners are satisfied with the peace, all available demands have been made or no nation can afford to make further demands on the defeated powers. The more factories you dedicate to the construction of a specific object, the more it will be produced. The amount of di The factories can be increased by building more¹, but
be careful, as each state can only support a certain number of production facilities. Engineering: research of electrical engineering for radar (for detection) and computer (for research and encryption bonuses), as well as research of nuclear technology and missile Industry: looking for ways to improve  efficiency, productivity and capabilities
resources of the player's country. Trade[edit|edit source] The gray button with box and curve change arrows opens the Trade menu. Tip: trading with puppets makes significantly more¹ than 8 resources per exchanged civil factory. (You can move to friendly territory like this, but Ã¨ more efficient¹ simply use movement from one port to   as described
above.) When you select  naval , you will asked to left click on a point of origin. Each country starts with a historically appropriate level of technology and theory, depending on the scenario. The Tutorial game can be continued as if it were a standard game after you finish it. Partisans in the occupied territories will continue to pose a problem as long
as the factional comrades of the country continue the war â after all, they can still hope for liberation. Go to Steam and select the game Hearts of Iron IV from the Steam library, then right click and select Uninstall... Mods tab â Clicking on the Mods tab will A drop-down menu is displayed to reveal all the ways downloaded for the game. If you don't
like the way the fleets are organized, you can drag the ship templates from one fleet to . There will be a series of tabs and columns listing the main resources available, thereÃ² which Ã is needed and possible business partners. CiÃ² Ã¨ due to the enactment of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). You can² For the moment, to focus on
industrial or technological development, or to guide the country's diplomacy towards some other countries, forming research pacts, starting from Da get credit or threaten war. Every trade in overseas strategic resources requires the allocation of convoy units. The basic cost is 200 days for Land/Airline Doctrines and 250 days for Naval Doctrines, so it
will take a long time to replace a fully researched doctrine. This is also the place where engineers, reconnaissance, military police (MP), maintenance, field hospitals, logistics and signal companies can be unlocked. Voltage of the World At the top right of the screen is a globe with a percentage below it, which indicates the voltage level of the world.
Completely independent of the territory map mode. Different factions have different disadvantages and advantages when it comes to securing resources. Rocket site: Places from which to produce rockets and launch missile attacks on neighboring nations. The number of factories available for construction will depend on the size of the nation, how
many factories have been dedicated to supplying consumer goods to the population of the country (Economic Law) and how many factories have been commercialized for strategic resources. Tensions in the world have been heightened by historical events, declarations of war and other hostile diplomatic actions. Commanders may also have attributes
that give them bonuses in certain types of combat situations. Incompatible Operating System Settings: Try the Windows compatibility settings by switching to the hoi4.exe file (typical file path C:\Program Files (x86) \Steam\SteamApps\common\Hearts by Iron IV), right-click on the hoi4.exe file, clicking on Properties, clicking on Comp tab
compatibility and experimenting with different settings. Decisions allow a nation to do special projects such as changing ideology, conducting border wars, banning political parties, censoring the press, digging resources, etc. The Choice aerial assign large combat bonuses. States also have names. ATTENTION: edit only the Fullscreen settings and
textless text. If one is in peace, armies should practice in such a way that they can train until when when been regular and gain experience. Keep in mind that some mod deals the possibility of obtaining results during the gameplay and that some mods are not updated for the latest version of the game that can lead to an anomalous arrest of the
system. These divisions will be filled with equipment and integrated vehicles in the production menu. An army out of supply cannot undertake any offensive action, including a simple movement, even if not opposite. It is possible to change this, but all the paths of air doctrine are excluded each other. The game begins with reinforcement and data
updates the same weight with the creation of new units. Remember to update, search and produce the next level of units equipment that you find lacking in quality. Research and production exist several design companies that can be added, such as a tank designer, a ship designer, a aircraft designer, a material designer and an industrial concern, to
gain reductions and bonuses for the relevant field. Cié open the list of generals to be assigned to armies. All plans require time and amphibian invasions take a lot of time to plan. If more than a country is fighting on the losing side of the war, the entire faction gives up when the last great country surrenders (you can see which countries are
considered major on the world diplomacy screen). Decisions [Edit | Edit source] The gray button at the top of the screen tagged with a hammer () opens the events and decisions menu. An interactive Paradox account is needed to contact technical support. The fuel generation is influenced by the available laws (national and negotiated), research and
mobilization. MODs can be downloaded from Steam Workshop. We recommend to any nation you think you know more or what more fun! game [Edit | Edit Source] In the lower right corner of the map before starting the game are the game settings. Do not change or delete other settings unless you back up the file and know what you're doing. Left
click on an air wing then right click on the region where it should operate. Start the game with no mods active. To trade for a resource, click on the name of the country and move the slider to determine how much is being trading for. Naval units will be automatically placed in the highest level naval base, though one can assign a port or fleet if that
would be preferable (recommended for the Soviet Union so they don't end up with all new ships stuck in the Black Sea). Resources are found in certain locations on the map and are not evenly distributed. Air doctrine: research that improves units in air combat roles by providing bonuses. Decisions[edit | edit source] The gray button at the top of the
screen marked with a gavel opens the Events and Decisions menu. When your country is training new divisions, have multiple lines of infantry going at once. This rollback procedure can be found on the Paradox Forums. The following provides a description of all of the various parts of the screen. Factories, infrastructure, and most other
improvements built using Civilian Factories are done at State level. Each trade, unless conducted over land, requires a minimum of 1 convoy vessel plus additional convoys depending on naval distance and total quantity of resources. Navigate to C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\SteamApps\common and manually delete the Hearts of Iron IV folder. Then,
go to the selected unit profile in the upper left and click on the silhouetted portrait. Support Companies: research support equipment and improve support companies that can be attached to divisions. Only click on this button if you are experiencing game crashes. For more detailed information on the mechanics, including some of the detailed math
behind some of the computer's calculations, follow the links to the articles dedicated specifically to those concepts. State structures:[edit | edit source] These constructions improve the state without using up one of the shared building slots. Air Map Mode - Overlays the land Mode the map of the sea. Choose a fleet mission (submarines, for example,
are best used to stop convoys) and then right-click on a maximum of three contiguous marine zones, that is, the marine zones you touch. Stability over 50% produces positive modifiers related to factory production and Dockyard, political power and consumer goods while stability less than 50% produces negative modifiers in ââthese categories.
Contact technical support or visit forums for further help. CiÃ² that Ã¨ needed to complete a new unit Ã is shown hanging on the green progress bars. Almost always will be you need to swap for thereÃ² that Ã is needed. 1936 Ã¨ the place to start to play through the organization and planning of an economy before the war. The globe can be selected
and the player can access a list of events affecting the world tension and a list of ongoing wars. The main advantage of the Ã¨ guided missiles that cost zero production and zero resources and do not bind any military factory. These include engineers, doctors, mechanics and so on. When the player selects an army group, you will see a row of general
orders appears at the bottom of the screen. If attacked, a line of ground forts and a battle plan for a defensive grip along a strategic line (such as mountains or a river) could give the player time to hold off an invasion while they wait for the help of their allies and/or their own reinforcements. Democracies should change their economic ideas as soon as
possible to free civilian factories that are otherwise dedicated to the production of civilian goods. Select the defensive front button and, on the map, draw a line to indicate where it will start an army group. The nations with low war of they tend to give up faster.¹ [Edit | Change source] Ships will automatically be grouped into fleets at the gates while
they are built. Civil factory: used to produce and improve capacity of a nation. Terrestrial operations: to create a battle plan for offensive offensive terrain You must first define your defensive frontâ € Â "This is the point from which the Army Group begins its operations. Fuel silo: fuel is used by ships, aircraft and terrestrial vehicles to operate.
Synthetic refinery: produce synthetic fuel and rubber, particularly useful for nations that both are missing. Infrastructure: each state has a classification of the infrastructure that determines how easy it is to provide unit in the state, how quickly the military units can move through the state, how quickly shared buildings can be built and increases the
production of resources. Decisions are a middle ground between focus trees and events (allows further modding and mechanics). Switch to C: \ User \ Documents \ Paradox Interactive and manually eliminate the Hearts of Iron IV folder. Within each state there are provinces. Resources indicates the resources currently used by the production line to
produce the equipment. The image shows that "colorful buttons" and "more division icons" have been selected. The troops are more effective when they are grouped in armies under the command of a commander and have plans for execution. All three types of experience can be spent on obtaining increases in speed of research, at a rate of 100 xp for
a 100% search velocity bonus for terrestrial, aerial and naval doctrine, respectively. Every eight units of an imported resource also a civil factory, with that production power that will go to the nation with which it is trading. Some theorists also increase combat statistics. You can mobilize them by clicking on an air base, then creating a wing of air
using the button at the top right of the resulting menu (it has a more sign). Search [edit | Edit source] Main article: Search the gray button at the top of the ettor ettor el ebmartne rep anoz alleuq us ecnegilletni etneiciffus atloccar eresse ebbervod ,eram id anoz anu ni arepo attolf anu ©ÃhcniF .etneiciffe onem e atnel ¹Ãip otlom Ãras enoizudorp al
,eirassecen esrosir el aznes Ãtinu etseuq eriurtsoc onossop is es ehcnA .acrecir id unem li erpa )( attehcsaif anu ad otangessartnoc Abroad through that region or to order an amphibious assault in that space, but if the enemy Ã¨ active in the region, Ã¨ also required superiority vessels. The player can select any country they want, but you should be
aware that countries like Bhutan may no longer be as suitable as the first nation to play. You can remove these orders by returning the fleet to the port and assigning a new mission. Use caution if you decide to make drastic changes. Strategic regions also have names. Recruit and Distribute [Edit | Change Source] Main article: Army planner The gray
button with the tank opens the army planner menu to recruit and distribute units. Search [Edit | Edit Source] The gray button at the top of the screen marked with a beaker opens the search menu. The six icons at the right corner show oil, rubber, steel, aluminum, tungsten and chromium. The balance¨ the surplus or deficit that the country runs every
day, represented by a scale at the top of the column. In wartime, Ã¨ often better let new equipment fall into the hands of new units instead of strengthening and updating the old ones. Nations have names. The unit move across oceans and seas requires a transport allocation. Infantry technology screen. Infantry: search for better infantry weapons
and different types of infantry divisions. The naval experience can be spent on modifications for ships or, with the man the DLC guns, to be spent in the ship designer to create new ship designs or upgrade old ones. Press that arrow to activate the plan. Artillery: search for artillery, anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons. The resolution allows a multitude
of choices such as 1600x1024, 1680x1050, etc. A country with low stability is subject to penalties for the production of and of the yard, the gain of political power and consumer goods. The player will be asked to choose a national focus for the country if no one is active. The bottom of the screen includes extra information. No check mark indicates the
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indicating the deficit of the resource of that nation. If you have concerns about your long-term labor, consider the creation of high-tech divisions with advanced equipment. The countries obtain a positive war support to be in a defensive war and a negative buff when they are in an offensive war. Naval XP can be used to obtain a 50-150% search
velocity bonus for some naval modules. This guide is understood as a tour for the beginners of the interface and mechanics in Hearts of Iron IV. Armor: Light, medium and heavy tank search, as well as variants based on the unlocked chassis. National stocks are made up of excess equipment. This sanction can be modified pursuing some ideas of
national interest. All three of these regions use blue/green/yellow/red highlighting to indicate neutral/good/moderate/bad conditions in the region in relation to supremacy (land/sea) or sufficiency (supply). Then, the subsequent more significant winners will make their requests. Then, click the offensive front button (a line with an arrow) and draw the
front where the armies should advance. Note that this procedure requires a game code for each branch of game owned and that a paradox interactive account is required to view these codes for the input in Steam. Each state has a limited number of improvements. Each chosen earth doctrine assigns its own combat bonuses. There are three or four
slots available for the search for particular technologies, but pursuing specific national focus ideas, the nation can unlock additional research slots, usually up to five. Infantry: Searching for better weapons and equipment of infantry and unlock specialized types of infantry divisions. By clicking on an element, a green check mark is displayed to the
element to indicate that it was selected for inclusion in the game. There are six main resources in the game: oil, aluminum, rubber, tungsten, steel and chromium. Damaged game files: try a clean reinstallation of the game. In the upper right corner of Di Menu, you can see a couple of small flags with arrows indicating the relationship between the two
nations. Refer to the instrument shooting in the graph. Cié open the modality map of air information. Radar Station: helps the aeronautics to detect and involve enemy aerial wings, increase the detection of enemy fleets near the sea and gain Intel on enemy troops in the neighboring states. These range from the simple patrol missions to the coading
escort service. The amount produced, which has a key held by one hand above the column, shows how much that particular equipment is produced per day. Difficulty settings [edit | Edit source] Main article: difficulty players have the possibility of defining a general difficulty that applying modifiers globally to themselves and/or to the AI. Initially
naval and plane combat seem confused, but with a little research and understanding, they are simpler of the terrestrial combat. Army control [edit | Source modification] Main article: Warfare the player can move his units by selecting them with the left mouse button and then clicking on their destination with the right mouse button. If you want to
maintain a fleet of capital or modern ships, you will have to protect those places for yourself or as allies. The new production lines will take time to be perfectly efficient and if the factories are added to a production line, a certain efficiency will be lost. All other countries will be controlled by the computer. Naval Dockyard: used to produce ships and
convoys. Playing the tutorial gives a quick summary of the game and is therefore highly recommended. CIARA includes a portrait of the national leader, the political system and the level of support for each of the four ideologies, the national spirits that currently apply and three files of objects that lI lI .ireitsoc itats ilgen olos otiurtsoc eresse ²ÃuP
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otnematelpmoc li rep oseps eresse ²Ãup ocitilop eretop lI .oticrese'l Ãrettabmoc oilgem ,itaccolbs onos itseuQ game is normally on automatic updates and once released Man the Guns (version 1.6), version 1.5.4 Games will not work unless the game is returned to the corresponding version. However, if one one detcurtsnoc era under senalpria, stinu
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hcraeser latot rieht ecuder nac no, kcart gnireenigne lacirtcele eht ni Sent to a reserve hangar. One will start the game with some already active weapons production lines. One will almost always have to trade for what one needs. So get out of the game and re-launch it. NAVAL: research that unlocks and improves ships: Destroyer (DD), Light Cruiser
(CL), Heavy Cruiser (CA), BattleCruiser (BC), Battleship (BB), Battle Superheavy (SHBB or BBB), Carrier (CV), Submarine (SS) or Naval Invasion Transport. All research trees (except doctrines) are marked along a historical time sequence. However, convoys are always useful for trade and supply, so they have everything that gunners can focus on.
Provincial Buildings [Edit | Edit source] Provincial buildings are built on the size of the smaller territory of Hoi4, the province. If you lack a resource but produce it locally (i.e. steel is produced, but not enough), try to avoid trading for it unless it is absolutely necessary. The hotkeys for these menu buttons are annotated below. These decisions typically
cost 25 to 150 political power. Resources are typically traded in units of 8. Engineering: electrical engineering research to improve or unlock radio (for booster rate bonuses and signalling companies), radar (for detection bonuses) and computers (for encryption and decryption bonuses), atomic energy research to Unlock nuclear reactors and nuclear
bombs and research misses Experimental equipment for unlocking and upgrading rocket engines (for rocket interceptors and guided missiles) and jet engines (for jet aircraft). Advanced Tips [Edit | Edit Source] Reminds infrastructure and fortifications. This percentage is a measure of how close the world is to world war. Productivity and efficiency of
the factory can be improved in the search tree ottuttarpos ottuttarpos ,iratilim e ehcitamolpid inoiza enuclA .otroppus id erutazzertta el rep e ilibomorea ilg ittut rep oirassecen ¨Ã oinimulla'L .etneiciffe onem e atnel ¹Ãip otlom Ãras enoizudorp al ,eirassecen esrosir el aznes Ãtinu etseuq eriurtsoc elibissop ais enebbeS democratic or neutral countries,
require that global tension reach a specific level. Interacting with nations through diplomacy. To deliver a nuclear bomb the player must use a strategic bomber and have at least 75% superior strategic air region of the province of destination. Every nation has a capacity maximum fuel that can be increased by building silos and infrastructure. Game
button: Click the Play button after choosing the video, DLC and mod settings. You may spend experience to promote general and allow them to lead more troops¹, or to create and modify new types of divisions in the unit's production menu. Plan national focus at the beginning of the game. This Ã where to go to unlock mechanized infantry,
paratroopers, marines, mountain troops and so forth. At the moment it is not possible to launch nuclear bombs with rockets. Shipyards, like the military factories on the left, show the percentage of shipyards in use in the country. A higher production cost¹ Ã¨ generally related to labor preservation - an infantry division will lose Ã much more¹ labor
than a mechanized division. Fascist and aggressive nations generally have greater early support for war, but can be overtaken by democracies fighting a defensive war. Will in green with the quantity stocked if the nation has extra of that equipment, and will show in red with the quantity missing from the country, such as the quantity necessary for
reinforcing, equipping new units, or, for convoys, how much needed for the current trade. Logistics[editing | edit source] The gray pen and paper button opens the logistics menu. Troubleshooting Game[edit | edit source] Try the solutions listed below if the game fails to launch, locks, locks on the desktop (CTD), or Quite often you can afford to remove
an infantry battalion from your predefined divisions and they will perform almost the same way. Have a long-term goal in mind. Will not just have too many differences .sedargpu .sedargpu drawot gniog si gnicudorp era seirotcaf eht tahw fi )yrtnafni dna dezirotom htob e.i( ecno ta gniog
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